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ABSTRACT 0F THE DESCLÜSURE 
A nestable lcontainer having a frusto-conical downward 

ly tapering sidewall, and a bottom which includes a plu 
rality of embossed lugs disposed towards the periphery 
and a portion lying inside the lugs which is embossed 
upwardly forming a surface on the interior of the con 
tainer for engaging the lugs of and radially and axially 
restraining an upper nested container. In one form of the 
invention the upper end of the container has means for 
spacing it a predetermined distance from an adjacent 
container in a nested stack of containers. 

This invention relates to nestable containers and more 
particularly to containers made of thermoplastic material 
by vacuum forming. Containers constructed in accordance 
with the concept of this invention are particularly adapted, 
among other possible uses, for use in packaging certain 
consumer commodities such as ice cream, cottage cheese, 
various frozen foods, carry-out foods such as potato salad, 
and other foods or commodities. 

In handling and dispensing plastic containers, it is de 
sirable to prevent the containers from sticking together 
when placed in stacked formation and to facilitate me 
chanical separation and dispensing. It is further desirable 
to maintain lateral spacing between the sidewall of nested 
containers. 

In essence, the present invention contemplates the pro 
vision of a nestable container having a plurality of em 
bossed lugs disposed at the bottom thereof, which provide 
positive abutting engagement between the lower face of 
the lugs of an upper container with a cooperating sur 
face of a lower container disposed in nested relationship. 
In one embodiment of the invention, the lower faces of 
the lugs are located substantially in the plane of the lower 
rim of the container and the lugs are disposed closely ad 
jacent the lower rim. The area of the bottom lying inside 
`of the lugs is embossed upwardly, thereby providing, on 
the interior of the container, a surface against which the 
lugs of an upper nested container may rest. 

In one form of the invention the lip portion of the open 
end is provided with a configuration which is adapted to 
receive’and hold thereon a closure of the plug type or of 
the snap-over type and such configuration serves the dual 
purpose of cooperating with the bottom lug arrangement 
to enhance the stacking arrangement. 

It is an aim of the present invention to provide a new 
and improved container which prevents the containers 
from sticking together when placed in stacked formation. 
According to this invention, a stack of nested containers 
is characterized by a constant spacing of the outwardly 
extending lip flanges of one container with respect to the 
next adjacent container in order to facilitate accurate 
dispensing of individual containers. Further, according to 
this invention, the nested stacked arrangement is very corn 
pact so that a large quantity of containers may be con 
tained in a small volumetric space for purposes of ship 
ment or for purposes of dispensing same from a conven 
tional dispensing machine. 
Another aim of this invention resides in the provision 

of a new and improved container which provides sub 
stantially increased supporting surface between adjacent 
containers when such containers are in a nested stacked 
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condition. That is, according to one form of this inven 
tion, the containers are constructed so that when two ad 
jacent containers are in their nested stacked condition, the 
lower container supports the upper container by a lower 
contact means towards the bottom of the container and 
an upper contact means disposed towards the top of the 
container. Also, the improved container according to this 
invention avoids reliance upon wall thickness to prevent 
successive or full nesting of the containers when they are 
in stacked condition. 

Further, it is an aim of the present invention to prevent 
cocking or tilting of the containers when they are in their 
nested condition. This is accomplished by means of the 
novel upper and lower supporting surfaces. Further, ac 
cording to the present invention, means are provided 
which retain the sidewalls of adjacent containers in fixed, 
spaced relationship one with respect to the next when they 
are in nested condition. It is still another aim of the 
present invention to allow a stack of containers to be sub 
jected to increased abuse or less handling care during 
shipment thereof without causing injury or damage to 
the containers. 

Moreover, a feature of the instant invention is the pro 
vision of a new and improved container having attributes 
which make it economical to manufacture, practical and 
reliable. 

There has thus been outlined ratherI broadly the more 
important features of the invention in order that the de~ 
tailed description thereof that follows may be better un 
dersood, and in order that the present contribution to the 
art may be better appreciated. There are, of course, ad 
ditional features of the invention that will be described 
hereinafter and which will form the subject of the claims 
appended hereto. Those skilled in the art will appreciate 
that the conception on which this disclosure is based may 
readily be utilized as the basis for the designing of other 
structures for carrying out the several purposes of the 
invention. It is important, therefore, that the claims be re 
garded as including such equivalent constructions as do 
not depart from the spirit and scope of the invention. 
A specific embodiment of the invention has been chosen 

for purposes of illustration and description, and is shown 
in the accompanying drawings, forming a part of the 
speciñcation, wherein: 

FIG. l is a perspective view of a container constructed 
in accordance with the concept of this invention; 
FIG. 2 is a bottom plan view showing the embossed 

lugs disposed at the bottom of the container; 
FIG. 3 is a sectional view taken along the line 33 of 

FIG. 2, but also showing a second container in nested 
relationship with respect to the first container; and 
FIG. 4 is an enlarged fragmentary longitudinal sec 

tional View showing details of the interrelationship be 
tween two containers innested-stacked condition. 

In the illustrated embodiment of the invention there is 
shown a container indicated generally at 10, FIG. l, hav 
ing a slightly tapered sidewall 12 extending upwardly 
from a bottom 14 at its small end to adjacent its open end 
16 where itis provided with a lip 18. The lip 18 may take 
the form of a beaded edge, a rolled edge, or merely a 
straight upwardly extending flange, as desired. 
As best seen in FIG. 3, a circumferential rib 19 is lO~ 

cated in the bottom 14 of the container towards the 
outer diameter thereof for purposes of stitfening the 
bottom wall as well as providing a suitable base. The 
bottom 14 is recessed inwardly forming a truncated 
conical depression 20, FIG. 3, providing an upwardly, 
inwardly sloping sidewall 22, and terminating in an in 
teriorally disposed liat top surface 24. interposed between 
the ñat top surface 24 and the sloping sidewall 22 is a 
lug receiving shoulder 26, FIGS. 3 and 4, having a hori 
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Zontal portion for receiving the bottoms of lugs 28, to 
be more particularly referred to below, and an upwardly 
extending inner wall portion for engagement with the 
inner portions of the lugs 23. This shoulder is substan 
tially peripherally continuous and acts as a strengthening 
rib as well as a shelf-like surface against which the ern 
bossed lugs of an upper nested container may rest and 
be restrained from lateral movement. 
The bottom 14 of the container further comprises a 

plurality, three being shown in the drawings, of spaced, 
semi-cylindrical shaped lugs 28, FIGS. 1_3, which extend 
downwardly, from about the location of the juncture be 
tween the sloping sidewalls 22 and the interiorally dis 
posed fiat top surface 24 of the depression 2t), to the 
plane of the bottom end of the container. As best seen 
in FIGS. l and 2, the bottoms of the lugs are formed by 
radially inwardly extensions of the bottom end surface 
of the container, and the innermost location of the semi 
cylindrically shaped vertical wall of each lug is within 
the zone of the sloping sidewall 22 so that the lugs may 
be regarded as being formed by interruptions thereof. It 
will be appreciated that the truncated conical depression 
20 also serves to strengthen and reinforce the bottom 
of the container. 
When a plurality of containers are nested in stacked 

condition, the bottom outside surfaces of the three semi 
cylindrical shaped lugs 28 of one container register with 
the outwardly extending lug receiving shoulder 26, FIGS. 
3 and 4, of the adjacent container therebelow, and thereby 
prevent the containers from being completely nested and 
stuck together. As seen in FIG. 4, the vertical distance 
29, between the bottom of the lugs 28 and the top of 
the shoulder 26 is called the bottom stacking height. It 
will be appreciated that the engagement between the bot 
tom of the lugs of one container and the truncated depres 
sion of one adjacent container, when in contact, serve to 
positively space the outwardly extending lip flanges 3.8, 
FIGS. 3 and 4, a constant fixed distance 30 apart one 
from the next adjacent one, such distance being equal to 
the bottom stacking height Z9. It is also noted that prefer 
ably the three lugs 28 are disposed in spaced apart loca 
tions so that each container is axially aligned with respect 
to the next adjacent container and this alignment is main 
tained by the cooperative relationship of the lugs 2S and 
shoulder 26. This provides a slight spacing 32 between 
the sidewalls 12 of adjacent containers which is substan 
tially uniform around each container. Such spacing is 
particularly useful when printing indicia on the container 
sidewall and the containers are stacked in nested condi 
tion before the printing is entirely dry, as well as to pro 
tect the printed surface. 
As best seen in FIG. 4, the sidewall of the container 

adjacent its open end is provided with a peripherally con 
tinuous outwardly extending first shoulder 34 presenting 
a sharply defined outer edge. A substantially vertical neck 
36 extends upwardly from the shoulder 34, and provided 
at its upper end is a peripherally continuous outwardly 
extending second shoulder 38 presenting a sharply defined 
inner edge. The outer diameter 34a (FIG. 4) of the ñrst 
shoulder 34 is slightly greater than the inner diameter 
38aV (FIG. 4) of the second shoulder 38 and the outer 
diameter of the second shoulder 38h is substantially 
greater than the diameter 34a of the first shoulder 34. 
The neck 36 extends substantially vertically and is pro 

vided with a peripherally inwardly projecting bead 4t) 
(FIG. 4) towards the top thereof which serves to add 
rigidity to the container as well as to form the second 
shoulder 38. The second shoulder 38 has at its outer edge 
an upwardly extending portion 42 which serves to con 
nect the shoulder to the lip 18, FIG. 4. 

It will be `seen from FIG. 4, the sharply defined outer 
edge of the first shoulder 34 and the sharply defined 
inner edge of the second shoulder 3S facilitate accurate 
engagement in register of successively nested containers. 
That is, the vertical distance between the shoulders 34 and 
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38, which equals the length of the neck 36, is called the 
top stacking height. If the respective shoulders of two 
adjacent containers engage, then the containers are spaced 
apart a distance equal to the top stacking height (neck 
length 36). The second shoulder 38 and the bead 4t) 
serve the dual purpose of adding stiffness to the open top 
of the container and also are used for purposes of sealing 
a snap-on closure lid (not shown). 

In the embodiment of the invention illustrated in FIGS. 
3 and 4, upper Contact is made between shoulders 34 and 
3S simultaneously with the lower contact between the 
bottom of lugs 28 and the lug receiving shoulder 26. 
The combination of upper and lower contact provides 
increased supporting surface area so that a higher stack or 
greater axial force may be applied without jamming the 
containers. This is beneficial during transit as well as 
when the containers are in a dispensing machine. Further, 
the combination of upper and lower contact retains the 
containers in closer axial alignment, thereby preventing 
cocking or tilting while they are in a nested, stacked 
condition. 
The embodiment of the container as herein described 

is made from a one-piece sheet of suitable plastic ma 

terial. 
It thus will be seen that the objects of this invention 

have been fully, effectively accomplished. 
Although a particular embodiment of the invention is 

herein disclosed for purposes of explanation, various 
modifications thereof, after study of this specification, 
will be apparent to those skilled in the art to which the 
invention pertains, reference should accordingly be had 
to the appended claims in determining the scope of the 

invention. 
What is claimed and desired to be secured by Letters 

Patent is: 
1. A plastic nestable container comprising a sidewall 

tapering generally downwardly from a larger diameter 
adjacent its upper open end to a smaller diameter adja 
cent its bottom, said bottom being recessed inwardly 
forming a vertically disposed truncated conical depression 
having upwardly, inwardly sloping sidewalls with respect 
to the bottom, a plurality of spaced lugs extending up 
wardly from the bottom of said container, said lugs hav 
ing semi-cylindrical shaped vertical walls forming inter 
ruptions of said sloping sidewalls of the truncated conical 
depression, a substantially peripherally continuous lug 
receiving shoulder interrupting said sloping sidewalls of 
the truncated conical depression, said lug receiving shoul 
der having a horizontal portion for receiving the bottoms 
of the lugs and an upwardly extending inner wall por 
tion for engagement with the semi-cylindrical shaped ver 
tical walls of said lugs of an upper nested container. 

2. A nestable container according to claim l, wherein 
said embossed lugs are three lugs spaced equidistantly 
from the vertical axis of the container. 

3. A nestable container comprising a sidewall and a 
bottom, said sidewall being generally frusto-conical taper 
ing downwardly from a larger diameter adjacent its open 
end to a smaller diameter adjacent said bottom, means 
disposed adjacent said upper open end for spacing the 
upper open ends of a plurality of nested stacked contain 
ers a predetermined distance apart, respectively, said 
distance being defined as the top stacking height, said 
bottom being recessed inwardly, forming a vertically dis 
posed concave conical depression having upwardly, in 
wardly sloping sidewalls, a plurality of spaced lugs ex 
tending upwardly from the bottom of said container, said 
lugs having semi-cylindrical shaped vertical walls form 
ing interruptions of said sloping sidewalls of the conical 
depression, a substantially peripherally continuous lug 
receiving shoulder interrupting said sloping sidewall of 
the conical depression, said lug receiving shoulder having 
a horizontal portion for receiving the bottoms of the lugs 
of an upwardly extending inner wall portion for engage 
ment with the semi-cylindrical shaped vertical walls of 
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said lugs of an upper nested container, the vertical nest 
ing distance between said lug receiving shoulder and the 
bottom of said lugs being defined as the bottom stacking 
height, and the bottom and top~stacking heights being sub 
stantially equal. 

4. A nestable container according to claim 3, fur 
ther comprising indicia disposed on the side wall of said 
container. 

5. A plastic nestable container having a slightly tapered 
sidewall extending upwardly from a bottom at its small 
end to adjacent its open end where it is provided with a 
peripherally continuous outwardly extending first shoulder 
presenting a sharply defined outer edge and a substantially 
vertical neck extending outwardly therefrom and pro 
vided at its upper end with a peripherally continuous out 
wardly extending second shoulder presenting a sharply 
defined inner edge, an inwardly extending annular bead 
forming the upper portion of said vertical neck adjacent 
said second shoulder, the outer diameter of the first 
shoulder being slightly -greater than the inner diameter of 
said neck portion at said second shoulder and said second 
shoulder being of a diameter substantially greater than 
said first shoulder, the vertical distance between said ñrst 
shoulder and said second shoulder being defined as the 
top stacking height, a plurality of embossed lugs disposed 
towards the periphery of said bottom, and the portion of 
the bottom lying inside the lugs being embossed upwardly 
forming a surface on the interior of the container for 
engaging the lugs of an upper nested container, the ver 
tical nesting distance between the surface on the interior 
or" said container and the bottom surface of said lugs being 
defined as the bottom stacking height, and said bottom 
stacking height Ibeing substantially equal to said top stack 
ing height. 

`6. A plastic nestable container having a slightly tapered 
sidewall extending upwardly from a bottom at its small 
end to adjacent its open end where it is provided with a 
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6 
peripherally continuous outwardly extending first shoul 
der presenting a sharply defined outer edge and a sub 
stantially vertical neck extending upwardly therefrom anc 
provided at its upper end with a peripherally continuou: 
outwardly extending second shoulder presenting a sharpl; 
defined inner edge, the outer diameter of the tirst shoul 
der being slightly greater than the inner diameter of saicï 
neck portion at said second shoulder and said second shoul 
der being of a diameter substantially greater than said 
first shoulder, the vertical distance between the first shoul 
der and the second shoulder being defined as the top 
stacking height, said bottom being recessed inwardly by 
a truncated conical depression providing an upwardly, 
inwardly sloping sidewall and terminating in an interioral 
ly disposed top surface, a plurality of spaced semi-cylin 
drical shaped lugs extending downwardly from about the 
location of the juncture between said sloping sidewall 
and the interiorally disposed top surface to the plane of 
the bottom, the bottoms of the lugs being formed »by 
radially inward extensions of the bottom end surface of 
the container, and the innermost location of the semi 
cylindrical shaped vertical wall of each lug being within 
the zone of said sloping sidewall forming interruptions 
thereof, the vertical distance between the bottom of said 
lugs and a nesting surface of the depression ̀ being defined 
as the bottom stacking height, and said top stacking height 
being substantially equal to said bottom stacking height. 
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